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At four different strain rates, the tensile stress strain relationship of single-walled 12-12 CNT with aspect ratio 9.1 obtained by
Rebo potential (Brenner, 1990), Airebo potential (Stuart et al., 2000), and Tersoff potential (Tersoff, 1988) is compared with that of
Belytschko et al. (2002) to validate the present model. Five different empirical potentials such as Rebo potential (Brenner, 1990),
Rebo potential (Brenner et al., 2002), Inclusion LJ with Rebo potential (Brenner, 1990), Airebo potential (Stuart et al., 2000), and
Tersoff potential (Tersoff, 1988) are used to simulate CNT subjected to axial tension differing its geometry at high strain rate. In
Rebo potential (Mashreghi and Moshksar, 2010) only bond-order term is used and in Rebo potential (Brenner et al., 2002) torsional
term is included with the bond-order term. At high strain rate the obtained stress strain relationships of CNTs subjected to axial
tension differing its geometries using five different potentials are compared with the published results and from the comparison of
the results, the drawback of the published results and limitations of different potentials are evaluated and the appropriate potential
is selected which is the best among all other potentials to study the elastic, elastic-plastic properties of different types of CNTs. The
present study will help a new direction to get reliable elastic, elastic-plastic properties of CNTs at different strain rates. Effects of
long range Van der Waals interaction and torsion affect the elastic, elastic-plastic properties of CNTs and why these two effects are
really needed to consider in bond-order Rebo potential (Brenner, 1990) to get reliable elastic, elastic-plastic properties of CNTs is
also discussed. Effects of length-to-diameter ratio, layering of CNTs, and different empirical potentials on the elastic, elastic-plastic
properties of CNTs are discussed in graphical and tabular forms with published results as a comparative manner to understand the
nanomechanics of CNTs under tension using molecular dynamics simulation.

1. Introduction
A variety of new intriguing materials have been discovered
and synthesized in the last two decades which have caused
phenomenal change in the area of materials science and
among them one is the class of carbon compounds referred
to fullerene nanotubes. Carbon nanotubes can be made of
as rolling up sheets of graphite that are sometimes crapped
on each end, with structures that vary depending on the
conditions under which they are synthesized. They are singlewalled [1, 2] with diameters as small as about 1 nm or multiwalled [3, 4] with outer diameters ranging from 5 to 350 nm.

Since their discovery by Lijima and Lchihashi [1] carbon
nanotubes (CNTs) have been the subject of extensive research
due to their unique structural and electronic properties that
lead to a wide range of potential applications from electronics
[5] to mechanical reinforcements in composites [6]. Early
studies on the mechanical properties of CNT were carried
out considering compression test [7, 8]. Yakobson et al. [7]
first investigated the instability of single wall CNT under
axial compression, bending, and torsional deformation using
continuum shell model. Yakobson et al. [9] studied the behavior of CNTs under a high strain rate using Tersoff-Brenner’s
reactive empirical bond-order (REBO) potential [10, 11].
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Sinnott et al. [12] estimated the theoretical Young’s moduli
for carbon fibers composed of single-walled fullerene nanotubes aligned in the direction of the tubule axis. They also
investigated a new carbon composite composed of layered
nanotubule fibers and diamond and they observed that this
composite had a high-modulus, low-density material that was
quite stable to shear and other distortions. Liew et al. [13]
examined the elastic and elastic-plastic properties of carbon
nanotubes under axial tension using second generation of
reactive empirical bond-order potential coupled with the
Lennard-Jones potential at high strain rate. In their analysis,
plastic regions are not clear because in most of the analysis
of CNT it was observed that before breaking the stiffness is
the highest which contradicts the reliability of their solution
due to the mismanagement of the application of the Van der
Waals interactions. They did not minimize CNT structure
to reach its minimum energy before applying tensile loading
at its both ends. Besides, Liew et al. [13] did not include
temperature effect in the theoretical Rebo potential [11]
and Van der Waals interaction for analyzing the elastic,
elastic-plastic properties of CNTs by molecular dynamic
simulation. So, the elastic-plastic properties obtained by
Liew et al. [13] by molecular dynamics simulation are not
beyond doubtful quality of solutions. Molecular dynamics
simulations of tensile pulling of carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs)
(both armchair and Zigzag configurations) were conducted
using the Brenner potential to investigate the variation of
six-carbon bond lengths and bond angles of the hexagons in
single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) as a function of
tensile strain [14]. For armchair CNTs, the brittle fracture is
observed and the ultimate strength of CNTs is many times
to that of CNTS obtained by Liew et al. [13]. The stress
strain relationship of armchair CNT using Rebo potential
by the tension test in molecular dynamics environment by
Agrawal et al. [14] contradicts the elastic-plastic region of
CNT by Liew et al. [13] although in his analysis Van der
Waals interactions are absent. Wang and Vijayaraghavan [15]
studied the buckling characteristics of several curved forms
of single-walled carbon nanotubes by molecular dynamics
simulations using Rebo potential [11] and Van der Waals
interaction. Tserpes and Papanikos [16] proposed a threedimensional finite element model for armchair, Zigzag,
and chiral single-walled carbon nanotubes which is based
on the assumption that carbon nanotubes, when subjected
to loading, behave like space-frame structures. The bonds
between carbon atoms are considered as connecting load
carrying members while the carbon atoms as joints of the
members [16]. To create the FE models, nodes are placed
at the locations of carbon atoms and the bonds between
them are modeled using three-dimensional elastic beam
elements and the elastic properties of armchair, Zigzag, and
chiral single-walled carbon nanotubes are obtained which are
compared with those of experimental results to verify the
FE model [16]. Salvetat-Delmotte and Rubio [17] concluded
that CNTs have indeed a great potential as reinforcing
elements for composites. Coto et al. [18] studied the effect of
carboxylation on axial Young’s modulus of carbon nanotubes
using molecular dynamics simulation. COMPASS force field
is used to model the interatomic interactions in single wall
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(SWCNT) and multiwall carbon (MWCNT) with different
amount of –COOH group attached to their surfaces [18].
Mashreghi and Moshksar [19] determined the structural
parameters of several armchair single-walled carbon nanotubes such as potential energy as a function of bond length
and bond angles, respectively, using molecular dynamics
simulations. Tang et al. [20] synthesized carbon nanotube
polymer composites mixing carbon nanotubes and high
density polyethylene by using the melt processing method
and they observed that the stiffness, peak load, and work to
failure for the composite films increase with the increase of
MWCNT content. Sammalkorpi et al. [21] studied how the
Young’s modulus and tensile strength of nanotubes depends
on defects employing molecular dynamics simulation and
continuum theory. The Young’s modulus of nanotubes with
defects will essentially be the same unless the number of
vacancy concentration is extremely high [21]. On the other
hand, the tensile strength will substantially drop due to the
quasi-one-dimensional atomic structure of SWNTs already if
a single vacancy is present; the tensile strength of a SWNT is
governed by the weakest segment of the tube [21]. Wang et
al. [22] observed that composites showed higher mechanical
properties such as the Young’s modulus and tensile strength of
the SWNT/epoxy composite rise with the increase of SWNT
concentration. The Young’s modulus and yield strength have
been doubled and quadrupled for composites with, respectively, 1 and 4 wt% of nanotubes compared to the pure resin
matrix samples [23]. A recent research illustrates qualitative
relationship between Young’s modulus of a CNT and the
amount of disorder in the atomic structure of the walls
[24]. Lin and Chen [25] evaluated the effective mechanical
properties of CNT-based composites using a 3D nanoscale
representative volume element based continuum mechanics
and the finite element method. Hernández-Pérez and Avilés
[26] investigated the influence of the interphase on the effective properties of carbon nanotube composites using finite
element analysis and elasticity solutions for representative
volume elements. Micro Pt wire exhibits higher strength as
compared to its bulk due to decreasing size which is observed
from the experimental study of bending test of Pt microwire
with the help of finite element analysis [27]. In the very short
range of diameters in Au nanowires, Young’s modulus and
yield strength increase with the decreasing of their diameters
which are clearly observed in the bending and tension test of
Au nanowires by molecular dynamics simulations [28]. Due
to having small sizes of diameters in CNTs and as a result
of increasing their surface energy, their strength and stiffness
are many times to those of their conventional bulk materials
which are made of C elements.
Due to having high stiffness and light weight, CNT is
a promising candidate in nanocomposites to increase their
strength and stiffness. Nowadays people are concentrating
to evaluate the actual elastic, elastic-plastic properties of
CNTs experimentally and theoretically. But handling CNT
in experimental way is a difficult task and the obtained
mechanical properties by the experimental way are beyond
actual quantitative measures. To obtain the actual quantitative mechanical properties, theoretical approach is only an
alternative approach. Researchers are trying to study CNT by
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quantum ab initio calculations at a very small scale and on the
other hand classical molecular dynamics based on empirical
potentials are being used to study large size CNT. Besides,
very recently, people are trying to study CNTs using finite
element and finite volume approach considering continuum
approach. Classical molecular dynamics are the only reliable
method to get reliable mechanical properties of CNTs, but
it depends on the potentials. There are different potentials
[10, 11, 29, 31] which are being widely used to obtain elastic,
elastic-plastic properties of CNT. To predict actual elasticplastic and fracture region, selections of good potentials are
necessary. In most of the studies, temperature effect is not
included which is beyond practical condition. Firstly the
elastic, elastic-plastic response of single-walled 12-12 CNTs
with aspect ratio 9.1 subjected to a uniform axial loading at
its both ends at four different strain rates obtained by Rebo
potential [11], Airebo potential [29], and Tersoff potential [10]
is compared with that of Belytschko et al. [30] to validate the
present model. In the present study, we study the mechanical
behaviors of CNTs subjected to a uniform tensile load at its
opposite ends at high strain rate using five different potentials
by molecular dynamics simulation as a comparative manner
with the existing published results and the limitations of the
published results as well as our results obtained by different
potentials are highlighted and from our analysis we try to
select appropriate potential which can give more accurate
elastic, elastic-plastic response of CNTs at different strain
rates. Besides, effects of usual parameters length-to-diameter
ratio, layering of CNTs on the elastic, elastic-plastic properties
of CNTs are shown by figures and tables. We try to establish
the superiority of the present technique and results of CNTs.

in opposite directions by molecular dynamics simulation.
Before applying velocity, the total force on some grouped
atoms at both ends of the CNT is kept null so that extra
force is not counted during stress strain relationship. Force is
counted after applying velocity to a group of atoms at both
end of the CNT. And the number of atoms in each group
is kept equal. In the microcanonical ensemble molecular
dynamics simulations of CNTs, the strain is computed by
𝜀 = (𝐿 − 𝐿 0 )/𝐿 0 in which 𝐿 0 and 𝐿 are the initial and current
length of CNTs, respectively, and the stress is obtained by
𝜎 = 𝐹/𝑆. The axial force 𝐹 is obtained by summing the
interatomic force for the atoms at the end of CNTs and the
cross-sectional area is 𝑆 = 𝜋𝑑ℎ, where 𝑑 is the diameter of
the CNT and ℎ is the thickness of the CNT that is taken as
ℎ = 0.335 nm for a 10-10 single-walled CNT, ℎ = 0.67 nm
for a two-walled (5,5) and 10-10 CNT, ℎ = 1.005 nm for a
three-walled (5,5), 10-10, and 15-15 CNT, and ℎ = 1.34 nm
for a four-walled (5,5), 10-10, 15-15, and 20-20 CNT. 𝐿 0 /𝑑
ratio of CNTs is considered as 9.1 and 4.5, respectively, in
the present study. Used time step is 0.001 ps and the whole
simulation is considered at a temperature 300 K. Using NVT
canonical ensemble, temperature is controlled. Details of the
used empirical potentials in molecular dynamics simulation
of CNTs are discussed in the following sections for clear
understanding of the readers. Due to absence of long range
Van der Waals interactions and torsional effects in Tersoff
potential [10] and Rebo potential [11], Rebo potential [31],
and Inclusion LJ in Rebo potential [10], there is possibility of
having some inaccuracies of the elastic-plastic properties of
CNT when the simulation is carried out considering Tersoff
potential [10], Rebo potential [11], Rebo potential [31], and
Inclusion LJ with Rebo potential [11].

2. Simulation Procedure

3. Theoretical Formulations

At four different strain rates such as very low strain rate
(stretching velocity at both ends of CNTs is 0.09 m/s), low
strain rate (stretching velocity at both ends of CNTs is
0.5 m/s), moderate strain rate (stretching velocity at both
ends of CNTs is 5 m/s), and high strain rate (stretching
velocity at both ends of CNTs is 20 m/s), the stress strain
relationship of single-walled 12-12 CNT with aspect ratio 9.1
subjected to uniform tensile load obtained by Rebo potential
[11], Airebo potential [29], and Tersoff potential [10] is compared with that of Belytschko et al. [30] to validate the model.
To study the elastic, elastic-plastic properties of CNT, we need
its stress strain relationship up to its fracture. In this study,
we also simulate single-walled 10-10, 12-12 CNTs; doublewalled (5,5), 10-10 CNTs; three-walled (5,5), 10-10 and 1515 CNTs; four-walled (5,5), 10-10, 15-15, and 20-20 CNTs using
molecular dynamics simulation considering five different
potentials such as Tersoff [10], Rebo potential [11], Rebo
potential [31], Inclusion LJ with Rebo potential [11], and
Airebo potential [29] at high strain rate. Firstly the CNT
structure is minimized to get its minimum energy using
different potentials before applying velocity to two groups
of atoms at both ends of CNTs for all strain rates. At high
strain rate tension test is carried out applying a constant
velocity 20 m/s at some atoms of both ends of the CNT

3.1. Tersoff Potential [10]. The energy 𝐸, as a function of the
atomic coordinates by Tersoff [10], is taken to be
𝐸 = ∑𝐸𝑖 =
𝑖

1
∑𝑉 .
2 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 𝑖𝑗

(1)

Here 𝐸 is the total energy of the system, which is decomposed
for convenience into a site energy 𝐸𝑖 and a bond energy 𝑉𝑖𝑗 :
𝑉𝑖𝑗 = 𝑓𝐶 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) [𝑓𝑅 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) + 𝑏𝑖𝑗 𝑓𝐴 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 )] .

(2)

The indices 𝑖 and 𝑗 run over the atoms of the system, and 𝑟𝑖𝑗
is the distance from atom 𝑖 to 𝑗. The function 𝑓𝑅 represents a
repulsive pair potential, which includes the orthogonalization
energy when atomic wave functions overlap, and 𝑓𝐴 represents an attractive pair potential associated with bonding:
𝑓𝑅 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) = 𝐴 exp (−𝜆 1 𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) ,
𝑓𝐴 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) = −𝐵 exp (−𝜆 2 𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) .

(3)

The extra term 𝑓𝐶 is merely a smooth cut-off function, to
limit the range of the potential, since for many applications
short ranged functions permit a tremendous reduction in
computational effort.

4
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Here the cut-off function is simply taken as

The repulsive term has the form used by Brenner et al.
[11, 31]:

𝑓𝐶 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 )
1,
{
{
{
{
{1 1
(𝜋/2) (𝑟𝑖𝑗 − 𝑅)
= { − sin [
],
{
2 2
𝐷
{
{
{
{0,

𝑉𝑖𝑗𝑅 = 𝑤𝑖𝑗 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) [1 +

𝑟𝑖𝑗 < 𝑅 − 𝐷,
𝑅 − 𝐷 < 𝑟𝑖𝑗 < 𝑅 + 𝐷,
𝑟𝑖𝑗 > 𝑅 + 𝐷,
(4)

where 𝑏𝑖𝑗 represents a measure of the bond order and is for
now assumed to be a monotonically decreasing function of
the coordination of atoms 𝑖 and 𝑗. Details of 𝑏𝑖𝑗 refer to Tersoff
[10].
3.2. Rebo Potential [11]. The binding energy for the hydrocarbon potential is given as a sum over bounds as
𝐸REBO = ∑ ∑ [𝑉𝑅 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) − 𝑏𝑖𝑗 𝑉𝐴 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 )] ,
𝑖 𝑗(>𝑖)

(5)

𝑟𝑖𝑗

] 𝐴 𝑖𝑗 𝑒−𝛼𝑖𝑗 𝑟𝑖𝑗 ,

𝑤𝑖𝑗 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) = 𝑆𝑡 (𝑡𝑐 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 )) ,

𝑆𝑡 (𝑡) = Θ (−𝑡) + Θ (𝑡) Θ (1 − 𝑡)

1
[1 + cos (𝜋𝑡)] ,
2

(11)

where the switching region for each type of bond is given by
a scaling function
𝑡𝑐 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) =

𝑟𝑖𝑗 − 𝑟𝑖𝑗min
𝑟𝑖𝑗max − 𝑟𝑖𝑗min

.

(12)

The attractive pair interaction in (8) is given by a triple
exponential,

𝑉𝐴 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) = 𝑓𝐶 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) 𝑉𝑜𝐴 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) ,
𝑓𝐶 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 )

3

{
{
{
{ 1 1
𝜋 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 − 𝐷min )
= {[ + cos (
)] , 𝐷min < 𝑟𝑖𝑗 < 𝐷max ,
{ 2 2
𝐷max − 𝐷min
{
{
{
𝑟𝑖𝑗 > 𝐷max .
{0,
(6)
Here, 𝑟𝑖𝑗 is the distance between 𝑖th and 𝑗th atoms, 𝑏𝑖𝑗 is a
bond-order term, and 𝑉𝑜𝑅 and 𝑉𝑜𝐴 are functions of 𝑟𝑖𝑗 . For
more details of these terms, refer to Brenner et al. [10, 11].
3.3. Airebo Potential [29]. Stuart et al. [29] developed a
reactive potential for hydrocarbons with intermolecular
interactions. With the adaptive treatment of dispersion, intermolecular repulsion, and torsional interactions, the entire
energy is given by the expression
1
tors ]
. (7)
∑ ∑ [𝐸REBO + 𝐸𝑖𝑗𝐿𝐽 + ∑ ∑ 𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙
2 𝑖 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖 𝑖𝑗
𝑘 ≠ 𝑖,𝑗 𝑙 ≠ 𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
[
]

The REBO interaction is based on the form proposed by
Tersoff [10]:
(8)

in which repulsive and attractive contributions are combined
in a ratio determined by the bonding term 𝑏𝑖𝑗 .

(𝑛)

𝑉𝑖𝑗𝐴 = −𝑤𝑖𝑗 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) ∑ 𝐵𝑖𝑗(𝑛) 𝑒−𝛽𝑖𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗 < 𝐷min ,

𝐸𝑖𝑗REBO = 𝑉𝑖𝑗𝑅 + 𝑏𝑖𝑗 𝑉𝑖𝑗𝐴

(10)

which switches off the REBO interactions when the atom
pairs exceed typical bonding distances. The switching function takes the form

𝑉𝑅 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) = 𝑓𝐶 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) 𝑉𝑜𝑅 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) ,

{1,

(9)

where the parameters 𝑄𝑖𝑗 , 𝐴 𝑖𝑗 , and 𝛼𝑖𝑗 depend on the atom
types 𝑖 and 𝑗. Values for these and all other potential
parameters are given in Table II in [29]. The 𝑤𝑖𝑗 term is a
bond-weighing factor,

where the repulsive and attractive pair terms are given by

𝐸AIREBO =

𝑄𝑖𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗

,

(13)

𝑛=1

which is switched off smoothly for non-short-ranged interactions through the use of bond weight. The 𝑏𝑖𝑗 term in (8)
specifies the bond order for the interaction between 𝑖 and 𝑗:
𝑏𝑖𝑗 =

1 𝜎𝜋
[𝑝 + 𝑝𝑗𝑖𝜎𝜋 ] + 𝜋𝑖𝑗𝑟𝑐 + 𝜋𝑖𝑗𝑑ℎ .
2 𝑖𝑗

(14)

This term is only roughly equivalent to the usual chemical
concept of a bond order and is simply a means of modifying
the strength of a bond due to changes in the local environment.
The principal contribution to 𝑏𝑖𝑗 is the covalent bond
interaction, given by the terms 𝑃𝑖𝑗𝜎𝜋 and 𝑃𝑗𝑖𝜎𝜋 :
−1/2

𝑃𝑖𝑗𝜎𝜋

= [1 + ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑘 (𝑟𝑖𝑘 ) 𝑔𝑖 (cos 𝜃𝑗𝑖𝑘 ) 𝑒
𝑘 ≠ 𝑖,𝑗
[

𝜆 𝑗𝑖𝑘

+ 𝑃𝑖𝑗 ]
]

,
(15)

−1/2

𝑃𝑗𝑖𝜎𝜋 = [1 + ∑ 𝑤𝑗𝑘 (𝑟𝑗𝑘 ) 𝑔𝑗 (cos 𝜃𝑖𝑗𝑘 ) 𝑒𝜆 𝑖𝑗𝑘 + 𝑃𝑗𝑖 ]
𝑘 ≠ 𝑗,𝑖
[
]

.

The penalty function 𝑔𝑖 imposes a cost on bonds that are too
close to one another. Its functional form is a fifth-order spline.
When the central atom is a carbon, the spline also depends
on the local coordination number, defined as the sum of the
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carbon-only and hydrogen-only coordination numbers. 𝑃𝑖𝑗 is
a function of 𝑁𝑖𝑗C and 𝑁𝑖𝑗H .
𝑁𝑖𝑗 = 𝑁𝑖𝑗C + 𝑁𝑖𝑗H ,

with 𝑡conj specifying the range of coordination numbers under
which a bond is assumed to be part of a radical or conjugated
network:

(16)
𝑡conj (𝑁) =

where 𝑁𝑖𝑗C = ( ∑ 𝛿𝑘𝐶𝑤𝑖𝑘 (𝑟𝑖𝑘 )) − 𝛿𝑗𝐶𝑤𝑖𝑗 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 )

(17)

𝑘 ≠ 𝑖

counts a carbon-only coordination number, with 𝛿𝑖𝑗 representing a Kronecker delta. The hydrogen-only coordination
number 𝑁𝑖𝑗H is defined similarly. Using this coordination
number, the angle-bending penalty function 𝑔𝑖 switches
smoothly between a form 𝑔C(1) appropriate for covalent
compounds with low coordination and another form 𝑔C(2)
suitable for highly coordinated bulk materials:

× [𝑔C(2) (cos 𝜃𝑗𝑖𝑘 ) − 𝑔C(1) (cos 𝜃𝑗𝑖𝑘 ) .

(18)

At intermediate value of 𝑁, the switching function 𝑆𝑡 (𝑡𝑁)
provides for a smooth transition, with 𝑆𝑡 given by (11) and
the scaling function 𝑡𝑁 given by
𝑁𝑖𝑗 − 𝑁𝑖𝑗min
.
𝑁𝑖𝑗max − 𝑁𝑖𝑗min

(19)

The 𝑒𝜆 𝑗𝑖𝑘 term is added to improve the potential energy surface
for abstraction of hydrogen atoms from hydrocarbons, with
𝜆 𝑗𝑖𝑘 = 4𝛿𝑖H [(𝛿𝑘H 𝜌HH + 𝛿𝑘C 𝜌CH − 𝑟𝑖𝑘 )
− (𝛿𝑗H 𝜌HH + 𝛿𝑗C 𝜌CH − 𝑟𝑖𝑗 )] ,

(20)

where 𝛿𝑖𝑗 represents the Kronecker delta for atom types 𝑖
and 𝑗. The 𝑃𝑖𝑗 term is a two-dimensional cubic spline [32]
in 𝑁𝑖𝑗C and 𝑁𝑖𝑗H , whose coefficients are chosen to reproduce
the values of 𝑃𝑖𝑗 . These terms are included in the REBO
model to give accurate bond energies for small hydrocarbons.
Although most REBO parameters were not modified in
developing the AIREBO model, the 𝑃𝑖𝑗 values were modified
at two points to counteract the additional torsion energies
in the AIREBO potential for unsaturated systems such as
ethylene and graphite. In addition to the bonding interactions
given by (15), the REBO potential also includes contributions
to the bond order from radial and conjugation effects. These
enter the potential through the 𝜋𝑖𝑗𝑟𝑐 term, which is a threeconj

dimensional cubic spline in the variables 𝑁𝑖𝑗 , 𝑁𝑗𝑖 , and 𝑁𝑖𝑗 .
The indices 𝑁𝑖𝑗 and 𝑁𝑗𝑖 are the coordination numbers defined
conj
in (16), and 𝑁𝑖𝑗 is a local measure of conjugation in the 𝑖-𝑗
bond:
2
conj
𝑁𝑖𝑗

=

(22)

conj
𝐹𝑖𝑗 (𝑁𝑖𝑗 , 𝑁𝑗𝑖 , 𝑁𝑖𝑗 ) .

The remaining contribution to the bond-order 𝑏𝑖𝑗 is 𝜋𝑖𝑗𝑑ℎ :
𝜋𝑖𝑗𝑑ℎ = 𝑇𝑖𝑗 (𝑁𝑖𝑗 , 𝑁𝑗𝑖 , 𝑁𝑖𝑗 )
conj

𝑡
× ∑ ∑ (1 − cos2 𝜔𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙 ) × 𝑤𝑖𝑘
(𝑟𝑖𝑘 ) 𝑤𝑗𝑙𝑡 (𝑟𝑗𝑙 ) Θ
𝑘 ≠ 𝑖,𝑗 𝑙 ≠ 𝑖,𝑗

× (sin (𝜃𝑗𝑖𝑘 ) − 𝑠min ) × Θ (sin (𝜃𝑖𝑗𝑙 ) − 𝑠min ) ,

𝑔C (cos 𝜃𝑗𝑖𝑘 ) = 𝑔C(1) (cos 𝜃𝑗𝑖𝑘 ) + 𝑆𝑡 (𝑡𝑁 (𝑁𝑖𝑗 ))

𝑡𝑁 (𝑁𝑖𝑗 ) =

𝜋𝑖𝑗𝑟𝑐

𝑁 − 𝑁min
,
𝑁max − 𝑁min

= 1 + [ ∑ 𝛿𝑘C 𝑤𝑖𝑘 (𝑟𝑖𝑘 ) 𝑆𝑡 (𝑡conj (𝑁𝑘𝑖 ))]
[𝑘 ≠ 𝑖,𝑗
]
2

+ [ ∑ 𝛿𝑙C 𝑤𝑗𝑙 (𝑟𝑗𝑙 ) 𝑆𝑡 (𝑡conj (𝑁𝑙𝑗 ))] ,
[𝑙 ≠ 𝑖,𝑗
]

(21)

𝑟𝑗𝑖 × 𝑟𝑖𝑘
cos 𝜔𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙 = 

𝑟𝑗𝑖 × 𝑟𝑖𝑘 



𝑟𝑖𝑗 × 𝑟𝑗𝑙
⋅ 
.
𝑟𝑖𝑗 × 𝑟𝑗𝑙 



(23)

The bond-weighting function is
𝑤𝑡 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) = 𝑆 (𝑡𝑐 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 )) .

(24)

The scaling function 𝑡𝑐 is
𝑡𝑐

(𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) =

𝑟𝑖𝑗 − 𝑟𝑖𝑗min
𝑟𝑖𝑗max − 𝑟𝑖𝑗min

.

(25)

The LJ contribution to the 𝑖-𝑗 pair energy is
𝐸𝑖𝑗𝐿𝐽 = 𝑆 (𝑡𝑟 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 )) 𝑆 (𝑡𝑏 (𝑏𝑖𝑗∗ )) 𝐶𝑖𝑗 𝑉𝑖𝑗𝐿𝐽 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 )
+ [1 − 𝑆 (𝑡𝑟 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 ))] 𝐶𝑖𝑗 𝑉𝑖𝑗𝐿𝐽 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) ,

(26)

includes the traditional LJ term
𝑉𝑖𝑗𝐿𝐽 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) = 4𝜀𝑖𝑗 [(

𝜎𝑖𝑗
𝑟𝑖𝑗

12

) −(

𝜎𝑖𝑗
𝑟𝑖𝑗

6

)]

(27)

modified by several sets of switching functions. The switching
function 𝑆(𝑡) is
𝑆 (𝑡) = Θ (−𝑡) + Θ (𝑡) Θ (1 − 𝑡) [1 − 𝑡2 (3 − 2𝑡)] .

(28)

Both have continuous first derivatives at the switching region
boundaries.
Below a certain separation distance 𝑟𝑖𝑗𝐿𝐽 max , the magnitude
of the LJ term depends on the bonding environment. The
gradual exclusion of LJ interactions as 𝑟𝑖𝑗 changes is controlled by the 𝑡𝑟 , scaling function,
𝑡𝑟 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) =

𝑟𝑖𝑗 − 𝑟𝑖𝑗𝐿𝐽 min
𝑟𝑖𝑗𝐿𝐽 max − 𝑟𝑖𝑗𝐿𝐽 min

.

(29)
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At intermolecular distances, the LJ interaction is included
only if there is no significant bonding interaction between
two atoms, as specified by 𝑡𝑏 switch,
𝑡𝑏 (𝑏𝑖𝑗 ) =

𝑏𝑖𝑗 − 𝑏𝑖𝑗min
𝑏𝑖𝑗max − 𝑏𝑖𝑗min

.

(30)

And if the atoms 𝑖 and 𝑗 are not connected by two or fewer
intermediate atoms, this latter switch is controlled by bond
weights,
𝐶𝑖𝑗 = 1 − max {𝑤𝑖𝑗 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) , 𝑤𝑖𝑘 (𝑟𝑖𝑘 ) 𝑤𝑘𝑗 (𝑟𝑘𝑗 ) ,
∀𝑘𝑤𝑖𝑘 (𝑟𝑖𝑘 ) 𝑤𝑘𝑙 (𝑟𝑘𝑙 ) 𝑤𝑙𝑗 (𝑟𝑙𝑗 ) , ∀𝑘, 𝑙} .

(31)

The torsional potential for the dihedral angle determined
by atoms 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘, and 𝑙 is controlled by the term
tors
𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙
= 𝑤𝑘𝑙 (𝑟𝑘𝑙 ) 𝑤𝑖𝑗 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) 𝑤𝑗𝑙 (𝑟𝑗𝑙 ) 𝑉tors (𝜔𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙 ) ,

(32)

where
𝑉tors (𝜔𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙 ) =

𝜔𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙
256
1
𝜀𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙 cos10 (
) − 𝜀𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙 .
405
2
10

(33)

4. Results and Discussion
At different strain rates we simulate CNTs subjected to a
uniform axial loading at its both ends using Tersoff potential [10], Rebo potential [11], and Airebo potential [29] to
understand the effect of strain rates on their potential energy
and elastic, elastic-plastic properties. To understand the effect
of Van der Waals interaction and torsion with bond-order
potential per atom potential energy with strain of singlewalled 12-12 CNTs subjected to a uniform tension at their
both ends obtained by different potentials are compared to
each other. At high strain rate, we simulate CNTs subjected
to an axial tension at their both ends using five different
potentials such as Tersoff potential [10], Rebo potential [11],
Rebo potential [31], Inclusion LJ with Rebo potential [11],
and Airebo potential [29] to study the effect of potentials on
their elastic, elastic-plastic properties. Tersoff potential [10]
and Rebo potential [11] are bond-order potential by short
range cut-off functions. Out of the cut-off distance, carbon
atoms in CNT in different planes and layers do not interact
although they experience weak Van der Waals interaction.
For nonbonded atoms, although the Van der Waals attraction
and repulsion exhibit at a short distance but for the bonded
atoms, these Van der Waals attraction and repulsion occur
at a long distance. When bond-order potential is used,
torsional term must be included to get higher accuracy of
the solution because during simulation position of atoms
changes due to interacting forces among bonded atoms and
bond experiences some angular displacement. Stuart et al.
[29] introduced long range Van der Waals and torsional
terms in Rebo potential [11] and obtained elastic constants,
bond energy, vacancy formation energy, enthalpy of carbon
in diamond, and graphite structures using Rebo potential [11]
and modified Rebo potential, that is, Airebo potential [29],

and compared their results obtained by Airebo potential [29]
and Rebo potential [11] with experimental results. The results
obtained by Airebo potential [29] show better agreement
than that of Rebo potential [11] with experimental results.
From the study of diamond and graphite structure by Stuart
et al. [29], it is clear that Airebo potential [29] is more
suitable for getting highly accurate solution of C, H structures
than that of Rebo potential [11]. Firstly we obtain per atom
potential energy of a single-walled 12-12 CNT as a function
of axial strain at a very low strain rate using three different
potentials such as Airebo potential [29], Rebo potential
[11], and Tersoff potential [10] to understand the effect of
Van der Waals interaction and torsional effects on bondorder potential whose effects are reflected in the elastic,
elastic-plastic properties of CNTs. We obtain the stress strain
relationship of a single-walled 12-12 CNT subjected to a
uniaxial loading by molecular dynamics simulation using
three different potentials at four different strain rates, that is,
from very low strain rate to high strain rate, and compare
these with that obtained by Belytschko et al. [30] to get
reliable potential for studying the mechanics of CNTs. Effects
of strain rates on the elastic, elastic-plastic properties of a
single-walled 12-12 CNT subjected to an axial loading using
different potentials are investigated. For very low to high
strain rates, a suitable potential is selected for the study of
nanomechanics of CNTs from the comparative study of per
atom potential energy and tensile stress as a function of axial
strain using three different potentials with those of published
results. To understand the nanomechanics of single-walled,
double-walled, three-walled, and four-walled CNTs at high
strain rate, five different potentials are also used which are
Rebo potential [11], Rebo potential [31], Airebo potential [29],
Tersoff potential [10], and Inclusion LJ in Rebo potential [11].
In Rebo potential [11] only bond-order term is included. In
Rebo potential [31] torsion term is added with bond-order
term. In Airebo potential [29] Van der Waals interaction and
torsional terms are added with bond-order term. In Tersoff
potential [10], only bond order is added. In Inclusion LJ in
Rebo potential [11], Van der Waals interaction is added with
bond-order term. Effects of layering and aspect ratio on the
elastic, elastic-plastic properties of CNTs are studied at high
strain rate considering five different potentials as comparative
manners with those of published results. We compare the
elastic, elastic-plastic properties of different types of CNTs
subjected to a tensile load at its opposite end at a high strain
rate using five different potentials with that of Liew et al.
[13]. Young’s modulus of CNTs is obtained from the slope
of the stress strain relationship of CNTs till 5% strain. Yield
strength and yield strain of CNTs are measured from a point
of the stress strain curve where its slope is the lowest. Ultimate
strength and ultimate strain of CNTs are measured from a
point of stress strain curve where the stress is the highest.
Poisson’s ratio of CNTs is calculated considering the change of
its diameter and length just before fracture using the ratio of
lateral to longitudinal strain. Besides, we present the elastic,
elastic-plastic properties of CNTs at high strain rate using
different potentials with the published results as a tabular
form. We also obtain Young’s modulus, yield strength, yield
strain, ultimate strength, and ultimate strain of single-walled,
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Figure 1: Physical configuration of a single-walled (12, 12) CNT
at length-to-diameter ratio, 4.51: (a) original configuration; (b)
snapshot just before fracture obtained by molecular dynamics
simulation using Airebo potential [29].
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Figure 2: Per atom potential energy of a single-walled (12, 12) CNT
with length-to-diameter ratio 9.1 as a function of axial strain when
both ends of CNT are stretched at a velocity 0.09 m/s (with very low
strain rate).

double-walled, three-walled, and four-walled CNTs from the
axial stress strain relationships of different types of CNTs
using different potentials by molecular dynamics simulation
and present in tabular form.
Figure 1 presents the original and final physical configuration just before breaking of a single-walled 12-12 CNT
having length-to-diameter ratio 4.51 using Airebo potential
[29]. Figure 2 illustrates per atom potential energy of a singlewalled 12-12 CNT with aspect ratio 9.1 as a function of strain
at a very low strain rate (stretching velocity at both ends of
a CNT is 0.09 m/s) obtained by Rebo potential [11], Airebo
potential [29], and Tersoff potential [10] as a comparative
manner. From Figure 2, it is clearly observed that per atom

potential energy of CNTs obtained by Tersoff potential is the
lowest, per atom potential energy of CNTs obtained by Rebo
potential [11] is the highest, and per atom potential energy
obtained by Airebo potential [29] remains in between them
due to addition of Van der Waals and torsional interactions
with bond-order term in Airebo potential [29]. Although the
slope of per atom potential energy as a function of strain for
Rebo potential [11] and Airebo potential [29] is almost the
same, the slope of per atom potential energy as a function of
axial strain of single-walled 12-12 CNTs obtained by Tersoff
potential [10] is higher than that of Rebo potential [11] and
Airebo potential [29]. From Figure 2, it is observed that
fracture strain of a single-walled 12-12 CNT obtained by Rebo
potential [11] and Airebo potential [29] is almost the same,
but fracture strain of single-walled 12-12 CNTs obtained by
Tersoff potential [10] is the lowest.
Figure 3 illustrates the comparative study of the tensile stress strain relationship of single-walled 12-12 CNTs
subjected to an axial tension using Rebo potential [11],
Airebo potential [29], and Tersoff potential [10] at four
different strain rates with that of Belytschko et al. [30].
From Figure 3(a), it is observed that the tensile stress strain
relationships of single-walled 12-12 CNTs obtained by Rebo
potential [11] and Airebo potential [29] at a very small strain
rate (stretching velocity of both ends of CNTs is 0.09 m/s) are
very close to that of single-walled 12-12 CNTs by Belytschko
et al. [30] but the tensile stress strain relationship obtained
by Tersoff potential [10] deviates a large extent from that
of Belytschko et al. [30]. From Figure 3(b), it is observed
that tensile stress strain relationship of a single-walled 1212 CNT obtained by Rebo potential [11] and Airebo potential
[29] at a small strain rate (stretching velocity at both ends of
CNTs is 0.5 m/s) is almost the same and up to yield strength
and the tensile stress strain relationship obtained by Rebo
potential [11] and Airebo potential [29] matches with that
of Belytschko et al. [30] but after yielding, the tensile stress
strain relationship of a single-walled 12-12 CNT obtained
by Rebo potential [11] and Airebo potential [29] disagrees
with that of Belytschko et al. [30]. At a very low (stretching
velocity at both ends of CNTs is 0.09 m/s) and low strain
(stretching velocity at both ends of CNTs is 0.5 m/s) rate, the
slope of stress strain relationship obtained by Tersoff potential
is higher than that of Rebo potential [11], Airebo potential
[29], and Belytschko et al. [30] because decreasing rate of
per atom potential energy of a single-walled 12-12 CNT with
axial strain obtained by Tersoff potential is higher than that
of Rebo potential [11] and Airebo potential [29] as shown
in Figure 2. Ultimate stress and strain of single-walled 1212 CNT obtained by Rebo potential [11] and Airebo potential
[29] are higher than that of Belyschko et al. [30] when the
stretching velocity at both ends of CNTs is 0.5 m/s. From
Figure 3(c), it is observed that ultimate strength and strain of
a single-walled 12-12 CNT at moderate strain rate (stretching
velocity at both ends of CNTs is 5 m/s) obtained by Rebo
potential [11] are higher than those of Airebo potential [29]
because at moderate strain rate Van der Waals and torsional
effect decrease per atom potential energy of CNTs with strain
for which it takes less strain and time to reach the lowest
per atom potential energy for fracture but for fracture of
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CNTs, opposite phenomenon is observed when tension test
of a CNT is carried out using Rebo potential [11] at moderate
strain rate. At high strain rate the deviation between ultimate
strength and strain of single-walled 12-12 CNTs obtained by
Rebo potential [11] and Airebo potential [29] is higher than
that of moderate strain rate. At moderate and high strain
rate ultimate strength of single-walled 12-12 CNTs obtained
by Airebo potential [29] is closer to that of Belytschko
et al. [30] than that of Rebo potential [11]. In all strain
rates, the slope of the stress strain relationship of a singlewalled 12-12 CNT obtained by Tersoff potential [10] is higher
than that of Rebo potential [11], Airebo potential [29], and
Belytschko et al. [30]. As at very low strain rate the stress
strain relationship of a single-walled 12-12 CNT subjected to
axial loading obtained by Rebo potential [11] and Airebo
potential [29] is very close to that of Belytschko et al. [30],
Airebo potential [29] and Rebo potential [11] are suitable for
the study of nanomechanics of CNTs at a very low strain
rate. At a very low strain rate per atom potential energy
with strain of a single-walled 12-12 CNT obtained Airebo
potential [29] is more accurate than that of Rebo potential [11]
because Stuart et al. [29] observed that the vacancy formation
energy, bond energy, and enthalpy of graphite and diamond
by Airebo potential [29] is closer to those of experimental
result than those obtained by Rebo potential [11]. At moderate
and high strain rates Airebo potential [29] will give more
accurate per atom potential energy and elastic, elastic-plastic
response of CNTs during loading till fracture than those of
other potentials because each bonded atom experiences Van
der Waals interaction and torsional effect during loading and
these two terms are not included in the rest of other potentials
together.
Figure 4 describes the stress strain relationship of a
single-walled 12-12 CNT having length-to-diameter ratio, 9.1,
subjected to uniform tension at its opposite ends using
Airebo potential [29] by molecular dynamics simulation at
high strain rate (stretching velocity at both ends of CNTs is
20 m/s). The stress strain relationship curve gives three onset
cut-off diameters, where the elastic, elastic-plastic properties
change suddenly. In Figure 4, the slope of the curve at a
certain range is constant; that is, the stiffness of the CNT
remains constant and then the slope of the stress strain
relationships of the CNT gradually decreases to a zero value;
that is, the stiffness of the CNT gradually decreases and when
the diameter of the CNT suddenly drops, the slope of the
stress strain curve becomes zero and this is the phase change
of CNT due to strain hardening and decreasing its diameter
suddenly enhances its stiffness to a greater extent till fracture.
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) illustrate the effect of different
potentials on per atom potential energy and per atom total
energy of CNTs as a function of strain with the tensile load
at their both ends by molecular dynamic simulation at high
strain rate. Per atom potential energy of loaded CNTs at a
specific strain before fracture obtained by Rebo potential [11]
is higher than that obtained by Airebo potential [29] as shown
in Figure 5(a) due to the absence of the torsional and Van
der Waals interaction in Rebo potential [11] and the fracture
strain of CNTs obtained by Rebo potential [11] is higher than
that of Airebo potential [29] although the per atom potential
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energy of CNTs during fracture obtained by Rebo potential
[11] and Airebo potential [29] is almost the same. As the
slope of per atom potential energy as a function of axial
strain of loaded CNTs obtained by Rebo potential [11] and
Airebo potential [29] is nearly the same and fracture strain of
CNTs obtained by Rebo potential [11] considering per atom
potential energy is higher than that of Airebo potential [29],
the slope of the stress strain relationship of CNTs obtained
by Rebo potential [11] and Airebo potential [29] should be
the same and ultimate fracture strength of CNTs obtained
by Rebo potential [11] should be higher than that of Airebo
potential [29]. Although Tersoff potential [10] is also a bondorder potential like Rebo potential [11], the slope of per atom
potential energy of CNTs as a function of strain obtained
by Tersoff potential [10] is the highest among those of other
potentials which means the slope of the stress strain of loaded
CNTs obtained by Tersoff potential [10] should be higher
than that of other potentials. From Figure 5(a) it is clear
that ultimate strength of CNTs obtained by Tersoff potential
[10] should be the lowest of all other potentials. Figure 5(b)
illustrates per atom total energy as a function of strain of
CNTs obtained by five different potentials and after fracture
per atom total energy of CNTs obtained by these potential
decreases a little amount due to its increased kinetic energy.
Effect of kinetic energy on per atom total energy of CNTs
obtained by all of the mentioned potentials is small.
Liew et al. [13] obtained tensile stress strain relationship of
single-walled, double-walled, three-walled, and four-walled
CNTs with aspect ratios 9.1 and 4.51, respectively, using
Rebo potential [11] with Van der Waals interaction without
minimizing the initial configuration of CNTs before applying
tensile loading at high strain rate (stretching velocity at
both ends of the CNTs is 20 m/s). Before loading CNTs, it
remains in minimized energy level. So to get accurate elastic,
elastic-plastic response of CNTs we should minimize energy
before applying loading because after minimization of energy
applying potentials in molecular dynamics simulation, the
position of C atoms changes and little changes are observed
in shapes of CNTs. Besides, Agrawal et al. [14] studied elastic,
elastic-plastic response of single wall CNTs subjected to a
uniform axial loading varying C–C bond length and bond
angle at high strain rate using only bond-order Rebo potential
[11]. In the present simulation of CNTs, we minimize different
types of CNTs with aspect ratios 9.1 and 4.51, respectively,
before loading using five different potentials and then apply
load at its both ends (stretching velocity at both ends of CNTs
is 20 m/s) like Liew et al. [13] and Agrawal et al. [14]. We
compare the tensile stress strain relationships of single-walled
CNTs obtained by us using Rebo potential [11], Rebo potential
[31], Airebo potential [29], Inclusion LJ with Rebo potential
[11], and Tersoff potential [10] with those of Agrawal et al.
[14] and Liew et al. [13]. Besides, we compare the tensile
stress strain relationships of double-walled, three-walled,
and four-walled CNTs obtained by us using Rebo potential
[11], Rebo potential [31], Airebo potential [29], Inclusion
LJ with Rebo potential [11], and Tersoff potential [10] with
those of Liew et al. [13]. From the comparative studies, we
try to obtain accurate tensile stress strain relationships of
different types of CNTs and suitable potential for finding
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Figure 3: Comparison of the stress strain relationship of a single-walled 12-12 CNT subjected to a uniform tensile load at its both ends for the
case of different strain rates using different potentials with those obtained by DFT calculation by Belytschko et al. [30]: (a) at very low strain
rate (stretching velocity of both ends of a CNT = 0.09 m/s); (b) at low strain rate (stretching velocity of both ends of a CNT = 0.5 m/s); (c) at
moderate strain rate (stretching velocity of both ends of CNTs = 5 m/s); (d) at high strain rate (stretching velocity of both ends of a CNT =
20 m/s).
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Table 1: Comparison of some parameters in Airebo potential by Stuart et al. [29] with those of Sinnott et al. [12] which were used by Liew et
al. [13] in their simulation of CNTs during coupling Van der Waals interaction with Rebo [11, 31] potentials.
Parameters used for the carbon carbon Van der Waals
interactions (excluding the spline coefficients)

Sinnott et al. [12]

Airebo potential Stuart et al. [29]

Units

0.0042038
—
—
3.37
—
—
2.28

0.00284
0.00206
0.00150
3.4
3.025
2.65
3.4

ev
ev
ev
Å
Å
Å
Å

3.40

—

Å

𝜀CC
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Figure 4: Stress strain curves for an ideal single-walled 12-12 CNT
having length-to-diameter ratio 9.1 at 300 K temperature obtained
by Airebo potential [29]. The onset of the cut-off function can be
perceived as an artificial peak. The flat regime depicts a sudden bond
elongation to a length corresponding to the cut-off. After this flat
region, the diameter of CNT drops.

more accurate elastic, elastic-plastic response of CNTs during
loading at high strain rate. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) illustrate
the tensile stress strain relationship of single-walled 1212 CNT having length diameter ratios 9.1 and 4.5, respectively,
by five different potentials with two published results as a
comparative manner at high strain rate (stretching velocity at
both ends of CNTs is 20 m/s). The nature of the elastic-plastic
region obtained by Agrawal et al. [14] is totally different from
that of Liew et al. [13]. The elastic-plastic region obtained by
the present five different potentials agrees well with that of
Agrawal et al. [14] although Agrawal et al. [14] solved the
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3.025
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3.396228

Å
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Å
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CNT problem using Rebo potential [11]. On the other hand
Liew et al. [13] solved the CNT problem using Rebo potential
including Van der Waals interactions and we also solved the
CNT problem using Airebo potential [29], Inclusion LJ with
Rebo potential [11] in which Airebo potential [11] consist of
long range Van der Waals interaction and torsional effect of
bond as well as Inclusion LJ with Rebo potential [11] consist of
Rebo potential [11] and Van der Waals interaction. The elasticplastic region of CNT obtained by Airebo potential agrees
well with that of Agrawal et al. [14] and the ultimate strength
of CNT obtained by Agrawalet al. [14] is higher from that of
Airebo potential [29] because they did not consider Van der
Waals interactions and torsional effect. From the comparative
study, it is clear that the elastic, elastic-plastic properties of
CNT obtained by Airebo potential [29] are more reliable and
accurate. The elastic, elastic-plastic response of CNT by Liew
et al. [13] does not agree well with other results due to lack
of minimization of CNT structure before loading. Besides,
the magnitude of the potential depth for Van der Waals
interaction as shown in Table 1 is nearly two times that of ours
in Airebo potential [29] and it is another reason to deviate the
stress strain relationship of single-walled 12-12 CNTs by Liew
et al. [13] from that of ours and Agrawal et al. [14]. Effects of
Van der Waals interaction and torsional effect on the per atom
potential energy with strain, stress strain relationship of CNTs
subjected to uniform tension at high strain rate are clearly
observed in Figures 5 and 6. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) illustrate
the tensile stress as a function of axial strain of a singlewalled 10-10 CNT with length-to-diameter ratios 9.1 and 4.51,
respectively, using five different potentials with the published
results by Liew et al. [13]. Up to elastic region, the stress
strain relationship obtained by five different potentials agrees
well with Liew et al. [13] but in the elastic-plastic region, the
shapes of the curves of the stress strain relationship of CNT
by us for five different potentials are different from that of
Liew et al. [13] which contradicts the reliability of the stress
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Figure 5: Effect of empirical potentials: (a) on the average potential energy as a function of axial strain; (b) per atom total energy as a function
of axial strain of a single-walled 12-12 CNT under tension with steps at 300 K.
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Figure 6: Comparison of the elastic, elastic-plastic response of a single-walled 12-12 CNT using different potentials with the published results:
(a) L/D = 9.1; (b) L/D = 4.51.
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Figure 7: Comparison of the elastic, elastic-plastic response of a single-walled 10-10 CNT using different potentials with the published results:
(a) L/D = 9.1; (b) L/D = 4.51.

strain relationship obtained by Liew et al. [13] because the
stress strain relationship of CNTs for five different potentials
shows three onset cut-off which ensure sudden change in
diameter of the CNT which is also reflected in the recent
published results by Agrawal et al. [14] and Sammalkorpi et al.
[21]. Variations of stress strain relationships of single-walled
CNTs are observed if length-to-diameter ratio and diameter
of CNTs are varied as shown in Figures 6 and 7.
From Figures 8(a) and 8(b), it is observed that the stress
strain relationship of a double-walled CNT differs for five
different potentials although the trends of the shape of the
stress strain relationship are similar and the elastic range, the
stress strain relationship obtained by five different potentials
are nearly equal to that of Liew et al. [13]. In the elastic-plastic
range of double-walled CNTs, our results obtained by five
different potentials disagree with that of CNTs obtained by
Liew et al. [13]. Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the same stress
strain relationship of three-walled and four-walled CNTs in
two aspect ratios 9.1 and 4.5 using five different potentials
with the published results by Liew et al. [13] as a comparative
manner at high strain rate; the stress strain relationship in the
elastic range of three-walled and four-walled CNTs obtained
by five different potentials agrees with that of Liew et al. [13],
but the stress strain relationship in the elastic-plastic range of
three-walled and four-walled CNTs obtained by five different
potentials does not agree with that of Liew et al. [13]. Among
the stress strain relationships obtained by Tersoff potential
[10], Rebo potential [11], Rebo potential [31], Inclusion LJ with
Rebo potential [11], and Airebo potential [29], there is the

highest reliability in the stress strain relationship obtained by
using Airebo potential [29] because this potential includes
long range Van der Waals interaction and torsional effect of
bonds with Rebo potential [11]. Naturally every bonded atom
experiences weak Van der Waals interaction after a certain
distance; when bonded atom displaces its position, there is
some angular displacement for which C–C bonds of CNTs
experience torsion. At very low strain range the stress strain
relationship of a single-walled 12-12 CNT obtained by Rebo
potential [11] and Airebo potential [29] agrees well with that
of Belytschko et al. [30]. Although at very low strain range,
the effects of Van der Waals interaction and torsional effect on
the elastic, elastic-plastic response are negligible, at moderate
and high strain rate, the effects of Van der Waals interaction
and torsion effect play important roles which are observed
in the graphical results of stress strain relationships of CNTs
during loading (see Figures 3 and 6–10). Effects of Van der
Waals interaction and torsional effects on per atom potential
energy of CNTs during tension at different strain rates are
observed (see Figures 2 and 5). Effects of layering on the
stress strain relationship of CNTs subjected to tensile load
at a high strain rate are also observed as shown in Figures
8 to 10. Effects of Van der Waals interaction and torsion on
the stress strain relationships of double-walled, three-walled,
and four-walled CNT are observed from their comparative
study of those of Rebo potential [11], Rebo potential [31],
Inclusion LJ with Rebo potential [11], and Airebo potential
[29] as observed in Figures 8 to 10. Figure 11 illustrates the
physical configuration of four-walled CNTs at different steps
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Figure 8: Comparison of the elastic, elastic-plastic response of a double-walled 5-5, 10-10 CNT using different potentials with the published
results: (a) L/D = 9.1; (b) L/D = 4.51.
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Figure 9: Comparison of the elastic, elastic-plastic response of a three-walled 5-5, 10-10, and 15-15 CNT using different potentials with the
published results: (a) L/D = 9.1; (b) L/D = 4.51.
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Table 2: Elastic, elastic-plastic properties of a single-walled CNT by the tension test (tension test is carried out by applying velocity of some
atoms at both ends of the CNT, 20 m/s).
𝐿/𝐷

9.1
Single-walled 12-12 CNT
4.51

9.1
Single-walled 10-10 CNT
4.51

𝐸, GPa
912.20
1097.5
883.42
896.68
897.92
935.07
1107.7
899.77
920.77
913.15
1038.4
1236.9
1036.5
1040.1
1040.5
1083.9
1120.4
1084.4
1084.1
1088.9

Potentials
Airebo [29]
Tersoff [10]
Rebo [11]
Rebo [31]
Inclusion 𝐿𝐽 with Rebo [11]
Airebo [29]
Tersoff
Rebo [11]
Rebo [31]
Inclusion 𝐿𝐽 with Rebo [11]
Airebo [29]
Tersoff [10]
Rebo [11]
Rebo [31]
Inclusion 𝐿𝐽 with Rebo [11]
Airebo
Tersoff
Rebo [11]
Rebo [31]
Inclusion 𝐿𝐽 with Rebo [11]

𝜎𝑦 , GPa
112.8916
115.0750
110.8912
112.6569
114.5128
114.45180
120.3995
111.47040
113.98380
114.63750
113.29630
120.2628
110.81970
113.08620
113.66160
116.69020
118.0722
111.19750
116.29670
111.67250

𝜀𝑦
0.223
0.1754
0.2136
0.225
0.2342
0.23530
0.2005
0.21830
0.23500
0.23670
0.21190
0.1903
0.19820
0.21250
0.21330
0.22680
0.1862
0.19570
0.22620
0.19620

𝜎𝑢 , GPa
169.7363
155.32130
214.5082
196.18111
181.86681
161.25031
147.7876
196.81650
194.24210
172.87730
172.72411
173.3022
232.28951
212.39920
183.36310
199.44099
191.8131
247.91631
222.50110
211.41220

𝜀𝑢
0.3167
0.26110
0.357
0.35500
0.31920
0.31590
0.2697
0.34170
0.35590
0.31780
0.29830
0.2713
0.34530
0.34550
0.29990
0.32050
0.3041
0.35530
0.35370
0.32130

V
0.35680
0.26110
0.35457
—
—
0.29046
0.1744
0.26955

0.22345
0.1535
0.3350

0.18104
0.2267

0.3637
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Figure 10: Comparison of the elastic, elastic-plastic response of a four-walled, 5-5, 10-10, 15-15, and 20-20 CNT using different potentials with
the published results: (a) L/D = 9.1; (b) L/D = 4.51.
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Table 3: Elastic, elastic-plastic properties of multiwall CNT by the tension test (tension test is carried out by applying velocity of some atoms
at both ends of the CNT, 20 m/s).
𝐿/𝐷

9.1
Double-walled 5-5, 10-10 CNT
4.51

9.1
Three-walled 5-5, 10-10, 15-15 CNT
4.51

9.1
Four-walled 5-5, 10-0, 15-15, 20-20 CNT
4.51

Potentials
Airebo [29]
Tersoff [10]
Rebo [11]
Rebo [31]
Inclusion 𝐿𝐽 with Rebo [11]
Airebo [29]
Tersoff [10]
Rebo [11]
Rebo [31]
Inclusion 𝐿𝐽 with Rebo [11]
Airebo [29]
Tersoff
Rebo [11]
Rebo [31]
Inclusion 𝐿𝐽 with Rebo [11]
Airebo [29]
Tersoff [10]
Rebo [11]
Rebo [31]
Include 𝐿𝐽 with Rebo [11]
Airebo [29]
Tersoff [10]
Rebo [11]
Rebo [31]
Inclusion 𝐿𝐽 with Rebo [11]
Airebo [29]
Tersoff [10]
Rebo [11]
Rebo [31]
Inclusion 𝐿𝐽 with Rebo [11]

till fracture. In the outer layer of a four-walled CNT, how 57-7-5 defects generate during fracture which are reflected in
Figure 11(c).
Table 2 lists the computed Young’s modulus, poison’s
ration, yield strength, ultimate strength, yield strain, and
ultimate strain of single-walled 12-12 and 10-10 CNTs with
length-to-diameter ratios equal to 9.1 and 4.51, respectively, using five different potentials. Young’s modulus, yield
strength, and yield strain of single-walled 12-12 CNTs having
aspect ratio 9.1 obtained by five different potentials separately
are lower than those of aspect ratio 4.51, but the opposite
phenomenon is observed for its ultimate strength because
per atom potential energy change with strain is higher for
CNTs with lower aspect ratio than from its higher aspect
ratio. Young’s modulus and yield strength of a single-walled
10-10 CNT having aspect ratio 9.1 obtained by Rebo potential
[11], Rebo potential [31], and Airebo potential [29] are lower
than those of aspect ratio 4.51; on the other hand, ultimate
strength and strain having aspect ratio 9.1 obtained by Rebo
potential [11], Rebo potential [31], Airebo potential [29],

𝐸, GPa
1014.5
1152.9
970.41
1000.9
983.05
1047
1053.6
1063.8
1061.7
1045.1
1071.2
1112.1
960.32
1011.3
1118.5
757.97
917.49
755.7
756.59
759.4
956.18
1162.3
832.63
877.48
1053
1222
1052.8
1174.4
1150
1273.8

𝜎𝑦 , GPa
112.82160
112.3452
112.63770
112.44860
113.17720
113.95940
114.49510
113.55300
113.04890
114.15500
114.03640
117.7347
113.11430
111.75010
110.95180
80.74040
84.03300
82.83280
80.30010
80.85670
113.64290
117.3119
111.00820
111.14260
113.42000
136.58340
116.5393
133.39349
136.24100
137.69620

𝜀𝑦
0.21750
0.16460
0.22090
0.21870
0.22080
0.22380
0.22250
0.21690
0.21790
0.22350
0.21340
0.1846
0.21650
0.20460
0.19090
0.20330
0.17470
0.22410
0.20370
0.20450
0.22340
0.1849
0.21450
0.21370
0.21490
0.21970
0.1853
0.20440
0.22530
0.22140

𝜎𝑢 , GPa
175.50349
162.50680
198.80260
192.85950
168.55659
168.98421
170.08620
177.22290
163.33620
172.63960
176.42340
180.9215
224.30141
212.10780
174.31090
123.15620
108.58530
142.03690
117.80770
127.86900
162.12520
166.3823
213.49680
189.54539
171.45770
190.49490
167.8656
244.05009
225.16690
213.03430

𝜀𝑢
0.32870
0.27450
0.33950
0.34840
0.30890
0.31490
0.31500
0.32990
0.30550
0.31340
0.30660
0.2946
0.34430
0.34500
0.29360
0.31920
0.27420
0.32090
0.30060
0.30110
0.31360
0.2750
0.35470
0.34470
0.31030
0.37090
0.2843
0.33610
0.34280
0.30450

Inclusion LJ with Rebo potential [11], and Tersoff potential
[10] are lower than those of aspect ratio 4.51, separately. Per
atom potential energy with strain is dramatically changed due
to change of aspect ratio of CNTs which change the slope of
stress strain curve of CNTs subjected to a tensile load using
different potentials and for which effects of aspect ratio are
observed on the elastic, elastic-plastic properties of CNTs.
From Table 2, it is observed that Young’s modulus, yield
strength, yield strain, ultimate strength, and ultimate strain
of 12-12 single-walled CNTs with the same aspect ratio differ
from those of single-walled 10-10 CNTs due to the size effect
in diameters because diameter of single-walled 12-12 CNT
is higher than that of single-walled 10-10 CNTs. Effects of
different potentials on Young’s modulus, yield strength, yield
strain, ultimate strength, ultimate strain, and poison’s ration
of single-walled 12-12 and 10-10 CNTs are also observed in the
tabular results.
Table 3 lists the computed Young’s modulus, yield
strength, ultimate strength, yield strain, and ultimate strain
of double-walled, three-walled, and four-walled CNTs with
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11: Physical configuration of CNT at different state: (a)
original configuration; (b) before fracture; (c) 5-7-7-5 defects during
fracture of a four-walled, 5-5, 10-10, 15-15, and 20-20 CNT (L/D =
4.51).

length-to-diameter ratios 9.1 and 4.51, respectively, using five
different potentials with the published results. Young’s moduli
of double-walled CNT having aspect ratio 9.1 obtained by
Airebo potential [29], Rebo potential [11], Rebo potential
[31], and Inclusion LJ with Rebo potential [11] are lower than
those of aspect ratio 4.51, separately, but yield strengths of
a double-walled CNT having aspect ratio 4.51 using Rebo
potential [11], Rebo potential [31], Airebo potential [29],
Inclusion LJ with Rebo potential [11], and Tersoff potential
[10] are higher than those of aspect ratio 9.51, separately. Yield
strains, ultimate strengths, and ultimate strains of doublewalled CNTs having aspect ratio 4.51 using Rebo potential
[11], Rebo potential [31], and Airebo potential [29] are lower
than those of aspect ratio 9.1. Although Young’s modulus of
CNTs with aspect ratio 9.1 obtained by Tersoff potential is
higher than that of aspect ratio 4.51, for yield strength, yield
strain, ultimate strength, and ultimate strain, the opposite
phenomenon is observed. Young’s moduli, yield strengths,
and ultimate strengths of three-walled CNT with aspect ratio
9.1 obtained by all potentials mentioned in the Table 3 are
higher than those of aspect ratio 4.51, separately. Yield strain
and ultimate strain of three-walled CNTs obtained by Rebo
potential [11], Rebo potential [31], Inclusion LJ with Rebo
potential [11], and Airebo potential [29] mentioned in Table 3
also show the effect of aspect ratio of CNTs. Young’s moduli,
yield strengths, ultimate strengths of four-walled CNT with

aspect ratio 4.51 obtained by all potentials mentioned in the
Table 3 are higher than those of aspect ratio 9.1, separately.
There are also observed effects of aspect ratio on the yield
strains and yield strengths of four-walled CNTs obtained
by all potentials mentioned in Table 3. From Table 3, it is
clearly observed that Young’s moduli, yield strengths, yield
strains, ultimate strengths, and ultimate strains of doublewalled, three-walled, and four-walled CNTs with aspect ratios
9.1 and 4.51 obtained by Airebo potential [29] and Inclusion
LJ with Rebo potential [11] differ from those of all of the other
potentials due to layering effects of CNTs because in Airebo
potential [29] and Inclusion LJ with Rebo potential [11], Van
der Waals interaction is added which interact with interlayer
carbon atoms during loading. Besides, From Tables 2 and 3, it
is clearly observed that Young’s moduli, yield strengths, yield
strains, ultimate strengths, and ultimate strains of singlewalled, double-walled, three-walled, and four-walled CNTs
with aspect ratios 9.1 and 4.51 obtained by Rebo potential
[31] and Airebo potential [29] differ from those of all of the
other potentials due to torsional effects of C–C bonds of
CNTs because, in Rebo potential [31] and Airebo potential
[29], torsional interaction is added which include angular
movement of C–C bond during loading.
From the tabular results, it is clearly observed that Young’s
modulus of single-walled, double-walled, three-walled, and
four-walled CNTs with L/D ratios 9.1 and 4.51, respectively,
obtained by Tersoff potential [10] is greater than that obtained
by Rebo potential [11], Rebo potential [31], Inclusion LJ with
Rebo potential [11], and Airebo potential [29] because the
slope of per atom potential energy with strain of CNTs
obtained by Tersoff potential is higher than those of other
potentials (see Figures 2 and 5). On the other hand, the
ultimate strength of single-walled, double-walled, threewalled, and four-walled CNTs with L/D ratios 9.1 and 4.51,
respectively, obtained by Rebo potential [11] is greater than
that obtained by Tersoff potential [10], Rebo potential [31],
Inclusion LJ with Rebo potential [11], and Airebo potential
[29] because per atom potential energy of CNTs with strain
obtained by Rebo potential is higher than those of other
potentials and it takes the highest stress and strain to reach
minimum per atom potential energy for the breaking of CNTs
during tensile loading using Rebo potential [11] (see Figures 2
and 5). For single-, double-, three-, and four-walled CNTs, the
ultimate strength obtained by Airebo [29] potential is lower
than that of Rebo potential [11] because in Airebo potential
[29] torsional and Van der Waals interactions are present
which reduce per atom potential energy for which ultimate
strength of CNTs obtained by Airebo potential [29] is lower as
compared to Rebo potential [11]. For single-, double-, three-,
and four-walled CNTs, the effects of torsion and Van der
Waals interactions are observed clearly when their ultimate
strength obtained by Rebo potential [11] is compared with
that of Rebo potential [31], Inclusion LJ with Rebo potential
[11], and Airebo potential [29]. From the tabular results, it
is clear that torsion and Van der Waals interactions play an
important role in their mechanical properties in the plastic
range during loading.
When tensile load is applied at its both ends of CNTs
using different potentials by molecular dynamics simulation,
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per atom potential energy decreases and during fracture per
atom potential energy reaches a minimum value. As per atom
potential energy of C–C structure using Tersoff potential is
lower (Table 1 in [33]) than that of Rebo potential [11] and
Rebo potential [31], CNT will break at lower strain than that
of other potentials and this phenomenon is already reflected
in the above graphical and Tabular results. As bond radius
and bond length of C–C in Tersoff potential are higher
(see Table 1 in [33]) than those of Rebo [11] and Rebo [31]
potential, the stiffness of CNT and the slope of the stress
strain curves using Tersoff potential should be higher than
those of Rebo potential [11] and Rebo potential [31] and
this phenomenon is clearly observed in the graphical and
Tabular results. As per atom potential energy of C–C in Rebo
potential [11] is higher (see Table 1 in [33]) than that of
Rebo [31] and Tersoff potential [10], the ultimate strength
of CNT using Rebo potential [11] should be higher than
that of Rebo [31] and Tersoff potential [10] because to reach
minimum per atom potential energy for its breaking, it needs
the highest tensile stress among all of the other potentials
and from the graphical results, this phenomenon is also
reflected in the graphical and tabular results. When Van der
Waals interaction is present in Airebo potential [29], during
tension some neighboring carbon atoms come in repulsive
and attractive zone. As a result, C atoms experience extra
stress during loading which enhance decreasing the ultimate
strength of CNT. The other reason is that per atom potential
energy of CNT structure obtained by Airebo potential [29] is
lower than that of Rebo potential [11] and greater than that of
Tersoff potential [10]. So for this reason, the ultimate strength
of different types CNT using Airebo potential [29] is higher
than that of Tersoff potential [10] and less than that of Rebo
potential [11] which is reflected in the graphical and Tabular
results.
From the tabular results as shown in Tables 2 and 3, the
effects of layering, length-to-diameter ratio of CNTs on their
elastic, elastic-plastic properties are clearly observed when
the tension tests are carried out using different potentials.
Besides, there is an observed effect of empirical potentials
on Young’s modulus, yield strength, yield strain, ultimate
strength, ultimate strain, and Poisson’s ratio of CNT under
tension test using molecular dynamics simulation. Effects of
potentials on the reliability and correctness of the solution are
also reflected in the graphical and tabular results. Effects of
layers and length-to-diameter ratio of CNT are also reflected
in the tabular results.

5. Conclusions
We study per atom potential energy of single-walled CNT
subjected to axial tensile load at its opposite ends at a very
low strain rate using Rebo potential [11], Rebo potential [31],
Airebo potential [29], and Tersoff potential [10]. We compare
the stress strain relationship of single-walled 12-12 CNTs
obtained by Rebo potential [11], Rebo potential [31], Airebo
potential [29], and Tersoff potential [10] at a very low strain
rate with that of Belytschko et al. [30] obtained by density
functional theory and the stress strain relationship obtained
by Rebo potential [11] and Airebo potential [29] agree with
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that of Belytschko et al. [30]. At high strain rate we also study
the elastic, elastic-plastic properties of single and multiwalled
CNT subjected to uniform tension at its opposite ends using
five different potentials such as Rebo potential [11], Rebo
potential [31], Inclusion LJ with Rebo potential [11], Tersoff
potential [10], and Airebo potential [29] with the published
results as a comparative manner to understand the effect of
potentials on the solution. From the comparative study it is
clearly understood that the reliability and accuracy of Airebo
potential [29] are higher than other potentials for the elastic,
elastic-plastic analysis of CNT because in Airebo potential
[29] long range Van der Waals interaction and torsional effect
of bond are included. To test the reliability of elastic, elasticplastic properties of CNTs obtained by us using different
potentials, we compared our results with some published
results and found out major limitations of such results which
will be helpful for the further study of the elastic, elasticplastic properties of CNTs under tension. Effects of number
of layers, length-to-diameter ratio, and empirical potentials
are also observed on the elastic, elastic-plastic properties of
CNTs.
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